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Properties of irrotational vector fields
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PolytechnicInstitute, Bucharest,Romania

Abstract.In thefirst part we presentpropertiesof irrotational vectorfieldsandin
the secondpart propertiesof arbitrary vectorfields,all arising from thestudyof
the energyassociatedto the vectorfield. Theresults relateto critical points and
extremaof the energy,theRiemannianstructureon themanifold, thebehaivourof
theenergyalongorbitsof thefield andthetypeoftheseorbits.

INTRODUCTION

Classical modelswhich were used as starting point for our theoryon irrota-
tional vector fields meet in Gravitation theory, Electromagnetism(electrostatic
fields and stationary magnetic fields), Hydrodynamics(the steady irrotational
motion of inviscid fluids), Heat propagationtheory in homogeneous,isotropic
media, Steady magnetohydrodynamicflows (velocity fields, electrostaticfields)

etc. Thereforeour results give insight to some still oustandingquestionsin the
abovefields (for examplethe theoryanddesignof magneticgaps).

Oneof our theoremsshowsthat if the speedof variationof theenergyattached

to a vectorfield doesnot vanish in any point, then the orbitsof thefield cannot
be closed. Consequently,the flows generatedby the vector fields which satisfy
the hypothesisin this theoremdo not presentHopf bifurcation.

1. Let (M, g) be a finite dimensionalRiemannianmanifold and~f(M) the Lie

algebra of C~vector fields on M. Fix X E~C(M)and supposethat for all Y,

Z E.~T(M)we have
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(1) g(V~X,Z)—g(V~X,Y)=o

i.e. Xis an irrotational vectorfield on (M, g).
The relation (1) is equivalentto the fact that (VX)~is a symmetric endomor-

phism with respectto the scalarproduct inducedby g in T~Mfor eachpoint

x EM. Hencethe concurrentvectorfields areirrotational.
A vector field is irrotational if and only if it is a locally potential field. An

irrotationalvectorfield X for which divX = 0 is calledharmonic.

Let f= —g(X,X~ betheenergyofX.As

2

df(Y)=g(V~X,X)=g(V~X, Y), VYE.~((M)

it follows

gradf= V1X.

So it becomesobviousthat zeros of X are critical pointsoff and that the critical

set of f includesthe orbits of X which are geodesics.The existenceof an orbit

~ of X which is a geodesicimposesrank (V X)~~ n — I.
Therelationdf(X) =g(V~X,X) showsthat if thequadraticform

E T~Mis positivedefinite for eachx EM, thencritical pointsoff arezeros
of X.

The definition of the Hessianof a real function and the definition off imply.
Hessf(Y, Y) =g(V~(VX)(Y),X)+g(V~X,VyX),VYE.~T(M).We will write

down this Hessianin a form suitable to our arguments.Applying V~to (1) and
taking into accountVg = 0, we deduce

g(V~V~X,Z) +g(V~X, V~Z)_g(V~V~X,Y)—

—g(V~X,V~Y)= 0.

Since

V~VyX Vv(VyX) = V~(VX)(Y)+ VX(V~Y) =

= V~(VX)(Y) +

g(V~X,VVZ) = g(V~~X,Y)

we find

(2) g(V~(VX)(Y),Z) —g(V~(VX)(Z),1’) = 0, VV, Y, Z E ~[(M).

The Ricci identity
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V~(VXXZ) Vz(VX)( V) = R(V, Z)(X)

may be written as

(3) g(V~(VX)(Z),Y)—g(V~(VX)(V),Y)=g(R(V, Z)(X), Y).

In the left side of(3) we addandsubstractg(V~(VX)(Y),Z),

g(V~(VX)(Y),Z)-g(V~(VX)(Y),Z) -g(V~(VX)(Z),Y) -

—g(V~(VX)(V),Y)=g(R( V,Z)(X), 1’).

Using(2) we obtain

g~,(~)O’),Z) =g(V~(VX)(V),Y)+ R(Y,X, V, Z), ‘IV, Y, ZE.~1(M).

All of thesegive

Hessf(Y, Y) =g(V~(VX)(Y),Y) + R(X, Y, X, Y) +g(V~X,V~X),

VYE~(M).

1.THEOREM. Let X be an irrotational vectorfield on a Riemannianmanifold

(M, g) ofdimensionn and let f be the energyofX.
(1) If x0EM is a critical point of the energy f and rank (V/X)~= n, then

x0isa zeroofX.
(2) Supposerank (VX) ~ n — 2.

a) If x0EM is a local minimumpoint of the energyf and the sectional
curvatureK~ofM at x0is strictly negative,thenx0is a zeroofX.

b) If x0EM is a local maximumpoint of the energyf and the sectional
curvatureK~of M at x0 is strictly positive, then X vanishesidentically

in a neighborhoodofx0. •

Proof. (1) From the expressionof the gradientfollows V~ X = 0 and hence
xo

X =0.
xo

(2) Denoteby x0 a critical point off, i.e. V~X = 0, which is not a zero of
X, i.e. X~~ 0. As rank (VX) ~ n — 2, thereexistea vectorfield Y non-collinear
with X such that V,7~,X= 0, i.e. g(VX, Y) = 0. Fix V by conditions Y~E
E Ker (VX)~0and )~I X~,~ * 0. The relationV~,X= 0 impliesVX(VX)(Y)+
+VX(VxY)0 and hence
=_g(V~~~X,Y)=O.

a) Using the fact that x0 is a local minimum point we find 0 ~ Hess
Ic) = K~f(x0)g(Y~, }~).It follows f(x0) ~ 0 and hencef(x0) = U, contradict-
ingX *0.ItremainsX =0.

X0 X0

b) As x0 is a local maximum point we get 0 ~ Hessf(Y~, Y~)= K~f(x0)x
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xg(Y, Ic)~Consequentlyf(x
0) ~ 0 and hencef(x0) = 0. Sincef(x0) = 0 is a

local maximum, there existsnecessarilya neighbourhoodof x0 on whichf and

henceX vanish identically. •

2. COROLLARY. Let (M, g) be a compactn-dimensionalRiemannianmanifold

with sectional curvature strictly negative. If X is an irrotational vector field

on (M, g)for which rank (VX) ~ n — 2, thenX possessesa zero.

3. THEOREM. Let X be an irrotational vector field on a completeRiemannian

manifold (M,g). Theenergyf is convexif and only if

g(V~(VX)(Y),Y) + R(X, Y, X, fl +g(V~X,VEX) ~ 0, VYE,~(M).

•

Let f be the energyof an irrotational vector field on (M,g). The traceof the

Hessf is the LaplacianL~f.Thereforewe obtain

(~f)~= ~ g(V~,X,VEX) + S(X, ~flX + X~(div~,

where Yj V,~ is an orthonormal basis for T~Mand S is the Ricci tensor
field. We observe that Q( Y, fl~= S(~‘, Y)~+ Ic(div X), IcE 7M, defines

an affine quadraticform : T~M-+ R and note

~={IcE7M~Q(Y, Y)~=0}, ~~={IcET~MIQ(Y, Y)~>0}.

4.THEOREM. Let X be an irrotational vectorfield on theRiemannianmanifold

(M,g). If M is compactand X~E U ‘Ix EM, thenX is a parallel vector

field and implicitly X~E ~ ‘Ix EM.

Proof Without loss of generalitywe may assumethat M is orientable(if M is

not orientable,we have only to consideran orientabledouble covering of M).

L~f>~U and the Green Theorem,
1M ~fdv = 0, imply L~f=0. It follows

g(V~X,VEX) = 0, i = 1 n (-es~VX= 0), Q(X, ~ = 0. But the relation
Q(X, X)~= S(X,X)~+ X~(divX) = U is a consequenceof VX = 0, because

in thiscasediv X = U andS(X, X) = U. •

Remark. If Xis anirrotational vectorfield on (M,g), thencX, c ER is also irrota-

tional. The expressionof shows that X, E T, U ~ ‘Ix EM, implies cX~E

E[’~U&l~,VxEM.
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5. COROLLARY. if (M,g) is a compact Riemannian manifold and the Ricci

tensor S, is positive (negative)definite for eachx EM, then there do not exist

nonzero irrotational vector fields on (M,g) with property X~E U

VxEM.

Remark. In the hypothesisdiv X = U (particularcase of <(divX is locally cons-

tant>>), wefind the resultsof Bochner[1] andYano-Bochner[6].

6.THEOREM. Let X be an irrotational vectorfield on theRiemannianmanifold

(M, g). If each nonzero value XX of X is in ~X and the energyf attains a local
maximum at a point x

0EM, then X vanishesidentically in a neighborhoodof

xo.

Proof Supposex0 is a local maximum point (necessarilya critical point) of f
and X, * U. The relation Hessf( Ic0~Ic0) ~ 0~V Ic~E T~Mimplies ~ ~

On the otherhand~f> U in any point in which X isnonzero.It remainsX~= U.
As f(x0) = 0 is a maximum,f and henceX mustnecessarilyvanishidentically on

a neighborhoodof x0.

2. Let X be an arbitraryvector field on a Riemannianmanifold,f = ~- g(X, X)

be the energyof X and a :1 -* M be an orbit of X. The speedof variationof the
energy f along orbits of X is given by the derivativeV~f=df(X) =g(V~X,X).
If V~X= 0, then a is a geodesic.On the other hand, we observethat g(V1X,

X) o a = (0 VXXI~o a)(II X~o a) if and only if alonga we haveV~X= 4~-x, i.e.

a is a geodesicreparametrizedby s = h (t), t E 1, where

ft 1 fr
h(t) = a + b I exp — I ~ o a(u)du dr, a, b = const.J 2)

to to

7. LEMMA. Let X be a vectorfield on (M,g) and f be the energy of X. If a:

I -+ M is an orbit of X, then
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foct(t0) 1~ ifais a geodesicJ
fo a(t0)e ~O if a is a geodesic

f o a(t) = reparametrizedby
s = h(t)

foa(to)+f~(VxXX)oa(u)du if otherwise

to

Proof. The resultis a consequenceof ~- fo a = a.Really,ifV1X = 0,then

fo a = 0; if ais a geodesicreparametrizedby s = h(t), tEl, i.e. VxX = X

equivalentto g(V1X, X) ~ then fo a = (# oa)(foa). U

8. THEOREM. Let X be a vector field on (M,g). If g(V1X,X) doesnot vanish

in any point, thentheorbits of X cannotbe closed(andhencenor periodic). a

Proof Let a :I—~’Mbe an orbit of X. Supposethereexist t1, t2EI, t1 < t2 so
that a(t1) = a(t2). If follows foa(t1) foa(t2). Taking Lemma 7 into account

we find

It2 It2j ~oa(u)du=0or} g(V1X,X)oa(u)du=U.

tI ti

The meanvaluetheoremon [t1, t2] implies g(V1X, X) o a(u0) = 0, which contra-

dictsthe hypothesis.

9.THEOREM. Let X be a vectorfield on (M,g) and a :I-÷Man orbit of X. If
a is a geodesicreparametrizedbys = h (t), t E land ,.z o a :1 -+ R is nondecreasing,

then foa :I-+R is either convexor concave.If a is neither a geodesic,nor a

geodesicreparametrizedby s = h(t), t Eland g(V1X, X) Ca :I-+R is nondecrea-

sing, thenfoa :I-+R is convex. U

k’roof We provethesecondpart. Lemma7 and the hypothesesimply

d
2 d

— foa(t)~r — g(7
1X,X)oa(t)~0, ‘ItEl.

dt
2 dt
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10.THEOREM. Let dim M ~ 2 and let X be a vectorfield on (M, g) whichadmits

an orbit a : R -+ M with a(R)densein M.
(1) If a is a geodesicreparametrizedbys = h (t), t El, then theintegrals

ItoJ ~oa(u)du, )
to —

are convergentandX hasno zeroson M.

(2) If a is neithera geodesic,nor a geodesicreparametrizedbys = h(t), tEl,
then theintegrals

Ito

I g(V~X,X)oa(u)du, Jto

are convergent. •

Proof Thesameargumentsasin [4, Theorem12].

(2) According to Lemma7, the energyof X alongthe orbit a is

fo a(t) =foa(t
0) +f g(V~X,X) o a(u)du.

I

Let x EM — a(R). We may choosea sequence{Uk }of neighborhoodsof x such
that Uk + 1 c Uk, which formsa basis at x. Any neighborhoodof x includessome

neighborhoodUk. Since each Uk contains a point of a(R), we may choosea
sequence{~k} of realnumberssuchthat a(sk)E U,~.The sequence{~k}cannotbe

bounded.If {~k } C R where bounded,there would be a subsequence{ s~} with
limit s and x = urn a(s~)= a(s), i.e. x E a(R), whichcontradictstheassumption

XE M — a(R).Thesequence{a(sk)} haslimit x. Therefore

f(x) = lim fo a(sk)= lim fo a(sk) or lim fo a(sk),
k—’

i.e.

f Sk

f(x)=foa(t0)+ lim ) g(V~X,X)oa(u)du or

fo a(t0) + lim j g(V1X, X) o a(u)du. •
Sk —

to
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11.THEOREM. Let (M,g) be a compactRiemannianmanifold, X be a vector

field on (M, g), let f be the energyofX anda an arbitrary maximalorbit of X.

(1) Supposea is a geodesicreparametrizedbe s = h (t), t E I. The integrals

ItoJ poa(u)du, }
to —

are convergentand i.t hasa zero.
If the energyf doesnot vanish on M and zerosofp are isolated, thena(R)

joins two zerosofp.

It It

lim poct(u)du=_oo or lim j poa(u)durr~oo

to to

if and only if the point x = lim a(t) respectivelyy = urn a(t) is a zerooff

(2) Supposea is neithera geodesic,nor a geodesicreparametrizedbys =

tEl. Theintegrals

ItoI g(V~X,X)oa(u)du, j
to —

are convergentand g(V1X,X) has a zero. If zerosof g(V~X,X) are isolated,
thena(R)joins two zerosofg(V~X,X). U

Proof The same argumentsas in [4, Theorem 13].

(2) SinceM compact,the domainof a is R and the sequence {a(k)} possesses
a convergent subsequence~a(tk).} whose limit will be denoted by x. Taking
Lemma7 into accountwe find

f(x) = lirn fo a(tk) = fo a(t0) + f~x X) o a(u)du.

If follows that the integralçg(V~X,X) o a(u)duis convergent.The convergence

of the integraland lim g(V~X,X) oa(tk) = g(V~X,X)(x) imply g(V~X,X)(x) =

= 0.
The case of sequence {a(— k)} is analogous.
Under the hypothesis that zeros of g(V~X, X) are isolated one proves that

thereexist zerosx andy suchthat x = urn a(t),y = lim a(t).
r—~—~
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It suffices to show that thereexistsan isolated zero of g(V~X,X) suchthat

lirn a(t) = x. If not so, there will be an �> 0 suchthat for eachk, d(ct(sk),x) ~

~ e for some5k> tk. Since d(a(tk), x) < e for k succifiently large,this saysthat
a(t) enters and leavesthe ball { zEM d(z,x) < e} repeatedlyas t -+ ~. The
distanced(a(t), x) must equale for some t betweentk andSk; choose so that
in fact d(a(sk),x) = e. Since { z EM d(z,x) = e } is compact, the sequence
a(sk)} has a subsequenceconvergingto some point x1 EM with d(x1, x) = e.

As urn = ~, the same argumentthat showed x was a zero of g(V1X, X)

also shows that x1 is a zero of g(V~X,X). Repeatingthis constructionwith e

replacedby .~-. leads to a zerox EM of g(V~X,X) with d(Xm~x) = -~— , for
m m m

each positive integerm. But this contradictsthe fact that x is an isolated zero
ofg(V~X,X). So, indeed, lirn a(t) = x.

Caseof zeroy = a(t) is analogous.
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